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Supplementary Methods
Overview
Here we present details on the data sources and processing approaches used to quantify fire intensity, immediate fire severity, and longer-term burn severity across the circumpolar boreal zone. As described in the main text, analyses were performed on MODIS-based satellite products at different time scales. Because of its temporal coverage and multiple spectral bands designed to monitor the biosphere, the MODIS instrument aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites is currently one of the best tools for studying fire and vegetation processes at moderate-resolution.
Using MODIS products allowed us to achieve a high level of spatial and temporal consistency with a number of decade-long datasets. While it is possible to evaluate multi-decade responses in boreal North America using national fire scar databases 1 , this is not yet possible for Eurasia.
Domain
Most analyses were implemented on the native MODIS '500 m' (463 m nadir) resolution of the surface reflectance data also used to generate the MCD64A1 burned area product. MODIS active fire and land surface temperature products use a different set of spectral bands that have a The Eurasian boreal domain is roughly twice as large the North American (2.04 times larger using our classification), and, because of larger climatic gradients, boreal forests within Eurasia are functionally more diverse. We therefore divided Eurasia into more coherent regions for analysis. Northwest Eurasia is characterized by its relatively maritime climate, dark taiga ecosystems, and human land use. Northeast Eurasia is home to large expanses of Siberian larch forests. Southern Eurasia contains more human-affected mixed forests that primarily burned in http://e4ftl01.cr.usgs.gov/MOLT/MOD14A1.005/) satellites 17 , considering only 1 km pixels that contained at least two 500 m boreal mask pixels. We restricted our analyses to begin in 2003 as this is the first full year of coverage from the Aqua satellite. Using only Aqua or only Terra data from the same time period produced similar results with respect to continental differences (mean FRP across Eurasia was 51% of the North American mean using all data, 50% with just Aqua, and 53% with just Terra). While consistent with previous work 18, 17 , our mean FRP differences are larger than ref. 17 : mean FRP in Eurasia was 49% lower than North America in our study vs.
34% in the latter. These differences are likely due to different temporal analysis periods and region boundaries.
All fire severity metrics were analyzed for burned pixels from the MCD64A1 burned area dataset that were contained in our 500 m boreal mask, and were calculated using values from one year pre-fire and one season to one year post-fire. We characterized increases in spring albedo (dAlbedo) one year after fire using observations spanning day of year (DOY) 49 through 81 from the MCD43A3 white sky shortwave albedo product 19 (available from http://e4ftl01.cr.usgs.gov/MOTA/MCD43A3.005/) for 2001 -2012 fires. Spring albedo is typically higher after fires in high latitudes as trees and tall shrubs are partially combusted, killed, and some fall over, thereby exposing more snow-covered surfaces to sunlight [20] [21] [22] . We used pixels derived from full inversions of best and good quality, as well as magnitude inversions with at least seven observations (BRDF band quality 1, 2, and 3), taken from the MCD43A2 albedo quality product (available from http://e4ftl01.cr.usgs.gov/MOTA/MCD43A2.005/). Southern Eurasia displayed a relatively high level of inter-annual variability in spring albedo due to variable snow cover: the coefficient of variation for spring albedo was 0.094 for Southern Eurasia vs. 0.015, 0.026, and 0.036 for Northeast Eurasia, Northwest Eurasia, and North America, respectively, for all boreal pixels during 2000 -2013. To reduce the resultant variability and improve the accuracy of our metric, years one and two pre-fire, and one and two post-fire, were averaged together to calculate dAlbedo in Southern Eurasia, when available.
The MODIS tree cover product (MOD44B) provides annual estimates of percent tree canopy cover over 5 m in height. Multi-temporal metrics are derived from high-resolution training data and monthly reflectance composites from bands 1-7, NDVI, and LST. The metrics are chosen to represent important salient features of vegetation phenology, and include timeintegrated means, amplitudes, and ranks of annual composites. Regression trees are bias-adjusted and compiled to produce a global annual dataset at '250 m' (232 m nadir) of percent tree, herbaceous, and bare ground cover 23 . Percent tree cover is thus primarily capturing live tree cover, not dead, and is a useful complement to spring albedo as both are related to stem area, leaf area, and the fractional coverage of trees. We calculated relative decreases in tree cover (dTree) from the MODIS 250 m vegetation continuous fields product (MOD44B) 23, 10 , averaged to 500 m:
Because change ratios can be artificially inflated by low-density stands, we considered only pixels with at least 19% pre-fire tree cover. This threshold adequately separates forest from tundra in North America 1 . We chose to use relative, instead of absolute, changes as our metric because the proportion of trees killed is more relevant to fire ecology and modeling. This decision primarily affected comparisons with Northeast Eurasia as it contains more open, sparse stands 24 ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ): mean pre-fire tree cover was 23% in Northeast Eurasia compared to 36%, 35%, and 37% for Northwest Eurasia, Southern Eurasia, and North America, respectively.
The differenced normalized burn ratio (dNBR) utilizes changes to near-and shortwaveinfrared reflectance bands and is generally sensitive to landscape charring, increased soil exposure, and loss of vegetation 25, 26 . Decreases in NDVI (dNDVI) indicate destruction to photosynthetic tissue 27, 28, 25 . We calculated these metrics in similar ways for fires during 2001 -2012. dNBR was calculated using the MCD43A3 product. As in ref. 29 : mainly Southern Eurasia, the landscape experienced two growing seasons by the summer of year one post-fire. For these pixels, using a post-fire value from the following summer notably decreased dNBR and dNDVI compared to using the year-of-fire summer value. We therefore used the year-of summer value for all fires occurring in the spring (pre-June 1), which mostly acted to increase mean fire severity in Southern Eurasia.
Summertime land surface temperature is elevated after fires because of multiple effects on the energy budget: decreased roughness length (resulting in less turbulent energy transfer), reduced transpiration, and lower albedo because of surface char 31, 32 Fig. 2 ). For every pixel with a valid pre-fire value and at least one valid post-fire value, dAlbedo lt was calculated as:
dAlbedo lt = albedo yrs 5-12 -albedo pre-fire (4) where albedo yrs 5-12 represents the mean spring albedo during years 5 -12 post-fire. As with other albedo metrics, years one and two pre-fire were averaged for albedo pre-fire in Southern Eurasia.
dTree lt was calculated in the same manner as dTree (equation 1), except years 5 -7 post-fire were used instead of year 1 post-fire.
Surface shortwave forcing
We quantified the surface shortwave forcing (SSF) due to albedo changes during the first 11 years after fire for each region using monthly albedo trajectories and solar insolation. For each region, albedo trajectories were computed as above for every month of the year using fires between 2001 and 2005. We computed mean hourly diurnal cycles of solar insolation for every month at 0.5° using CRU-NCEP reanalysis data 35 from 2000 -2010. For every 0.5° grid cell in every month during years 1 -11 after a fire, solar absorption was calculated by multiplying the mean insolation with its region-specific absorptivity (1 -albedo). We derived the SSF by subtracting the pre-fire from the post-fire value, and monthly values were then averaged to create an annual mean forcing. Grid cells were then weighted by the spatial distribution of burned area within each region to compute region-specific annual mean forcing (Fig. 3) . SSF trajectories and their uncertainties were quantified in a similar manner to spring albedo (above). We calculated uncertainties for decade-total SSF using the same bootstrap technique on separate SSF trajectories from each fire year.
Derived metrics
Satellite products were transformed and combined to derive metrics more relevant for fire ecology and modeling: an index of crown scorch, an index of live vegetation destruction, and percent tree mortality (conceptual flowchart shown in Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Crown scorch is much greater in crown fires compared to surface fires and is strongly correlated with tree mortality 36 . We employed FRP, dAlbedo, and dTree to estimate crown scorch because, collectively, these products provide information on the intensity of a fire and the degree of tree combustion and/or immediate mortality (Supplementary Table 1 ). Under certain conditions, the highest-intensity portion of a fire (flaming front) may pass through a given pixel relatively quickly and therefore be missed by Aqua or Terra. The satellites may also register active fires with low radiative energy from residual smoldering or ground fires that may persist for days to weeks 37, 38 . Instead of mean FRP, we therefore chose to use the maximum annual FRP for each pixel within a 500 m buffer. As stated in the main text, FRP is the product of fireline intensity and fire line length, and as such is influenced by the length of the fire front, its intensity and rate of spread, and any residual burning in areas the fire front has passed through [39] [40] [41] . For the purpose of a crown scorch index we were ultimately interested in fireline intensity, as it has been shown to correlate linearly with scorch height when raised to a power of 2/3 42, 43 . Our final measure of FRP for this crown scorch index at a given pixel was thus equal to (maximum annual FRP) 2/3 within a 500 m buffer (the exponent also helps account for the highly right-tailed distribution of FRP values). We were unable to account for the other dynamics of fire behavior on FRP that may not directly relate to crown scorch, except note that all of these (length of fire front, rate of spread, and residual burning) are generally higher in high-intensity crown fires compared to surface fires 44, 37 .
We calculated an index of crown scorch for all MCD64A1 500 m burned pixels between 2003 and 2009 that contained valid dAlbedo, dTree, and maximum FRP values (Supplementary Table 1 , Supplementary Fig 4. ). The three metrics were normalized linearly between zero and one, although dAlbedo and dTree were allowed to be negative at individual pixels to preserve regional contrasts. Upper bounds for each variable corresponded to the highest 95th percentile of the four regions (typically North America). We set a lower bound at the lowest 5th percentile (typically Southern Eurasia). Normalized values were then averaged to produce the crown scorch index. Due to the lack of validation data, we did not attempt to actually separate crown from surface fires.
We created an index of live vegetation destruction from dNBR, dNDVI, and dLST.
Together, these metrics provide information about fire-induced losses in photosynthesizing and transpiring vegetation, reductions in upper-layer soil water and roughness length, and the degree of landscape charring (Supplementary Table 1 ). As with our index of crown scorch, burned pixels during 2003 -2012 that contained valid data for these three products were used. Values were normalized between zero and one in a manner similar to dAlbedo and dTree (above), and averaged together to produce an index. We did not attempt to correlate this index with carbon emissions for several reasons. Both dNBR and dNDVI are known to display non-linear correlations with properties that influence combustion: NDVI is known to saturate with increasing vegetation 27 , and dNBR and is known to saturate with increasing fire severity 45, 46 .
Additionally, our index is not necessarily expected to capture soil organic matter combustion, which can constitute a high fraction of total emissions 47, 46 . Finally, non-model derived data on large-scale carbon emissions are currently lacking.
Total relative tree mortality is an essential variable for fire and dynamic vegetation modeling, and can have a large impact on post-fire carbon fluxes. We quantified total relative tree mortality using a similar index-based method with dAlbedo lt and dTree lt . The MODIS tree cover product was useful for this assessment because it represents the fractional coverage of trees.
However, its accuracy over boreal forests and burned landscapes has not been fully explored.
Boreal forest spring albedo, on the other hand, may not correlate linearly with tree cover, but it is a relatively direct, less processed and less parameter-dependent observation. Because of the expected non-linear and regionally-dependent correlation between spring albedo and tree cover, we first derived functions relating the two for each region based on all pixels containing valid values for both ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). This had the benefit of not only resolving non-linear relationships, but also of accounting for regional differences due, potentially, to species composition and leaf habit (deciduous vs. evergreen).
For each pixel, spring albedo from the pre-fire year and the mean from the post-fire years were transformed into tree cover using the above relationships. Relative decreases in tree cover were estimated from these albedo-transformed values using the same approach as for dTree lt .
These two independent metrics of decreased relative tree cover were then normalized to values between zero and one and averaged in a similar manner to the other derived metrics. The resultant index was multiplied by a scalar to arrive at actual percent tree mortality, with an upper threshold of 100%. We chose a multiplier that resulted in a mean North American tree mortality of 80%. Although no regional or continental estimates of fire-induced tree mortality are available for North America or Eurasia, mortality is assumed to be near-complete in North America 48 . Ref.
49 estimated that because of spatial aggregation effects, AVHRR-derived 1 km burn pixels contained on average 58% burn scars and 42% unburned islands or perimeter areas. Assuming this property scales linearly with resolution, 500 m MODIS pixels would contain approximately 80% burn scars and 20% unburned fragments. Our estimate of 80% mortality across North America therefore theoretically accounts for unburned fractions in the moderate-resolution imagery, assuming near-complete mortality at the fire-affected plot level. We note that temporal consideration is especially important here, as estimates of immediate mortality in northern Eurasia (45% for Northeast Eurasia and 38% for Northwest) were substantially less than decadeintegrated totals (62% for Northeast Eurasia and 68% for Northwest).
We estimated uncertainty levels for all of our derived metrics (Fig. 2 , Supplementary Table 2 ). In each case, we successively derived the metric using only one of its associated satellite products. 95% confidence intervals were then calculated from the regional means relative to North America.
Supporting observations
We analyzed a number of independent datasets to validate our conclusions on fire behavior and effects. These datasets included smoke plume heights, fire spread rates, fire sizes, Eurasia using wind-corrected data flagged as good or fair quality over 0.5° grid cells whose land fraction was composed of at least 90% boreal pixels ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). This produced 2 213 data points for North America and 1 470 for Eurasia. Results indicated that mean smoke plume heights were approximately 14 ± 3% higher in North America, while the fraction of plumes above 1.7 km was substantially larger (29% in North America vs. 15% in Eurasia) ( Table   1 , Supplementary Fig. 6 ). We did not expect differences in smoke plume height to be quantitatively similar to our intensity and severity metrics because of the complex non-linear processes affecting smoke height 52 . Additionally, we did not account for differences in atmospheric boundary layer heights and/or dynamics, which could influence the data. However,
given that high-intensity fires generate strong convective air movement and generally inject smoke into higher layers of the atmosphere [53] [54] [55] [56] , this corroborated our finding that high-intensity fires were more prevalent in North America.
Higher-intensity crown fires travel faster 57, 37 and are therefore expected to result in larger individual fire sizes compared to surface fires. To test the hypothesis that North American fires are bigger and spread quicker, we calculated mean fire sizes and spread rates between 2001 and 2012 from the MCD64A1 burned area dataset, which includes estimates of fire locations and dates. We first aggregated pixels into individual fire events in a manner similar to ref. 58 . To calculate fire sizes, adjacent burn pixels (including a 500 m buffer) were assumed to correspond to the same event if they occurred within 15 days of each other. While shorter temporal windows may be necessary in other biomes, boreal forest fires can survive as low-intensity ground fires for several days or weeks, flaring up to become surface or crown fires when meteorological and fuel continuity conditions are adequate for spread 37 . Visual inspection indicated this was an appropriate time frame, and a sensitivity analysis with a five-day window and no 500 m buffer did not produce qualitatively different results: mean fire sizes were 59%, 42%, and 25% relative to North America with a 15 day window, vs. 77%, 63%, and 50% with a 5 day window and no buffer for Northeast, Southern, and Northwest Eurasia, respectively. Because the data were righttailed and highly non-normal, we report means and medians without confidence statistics (Table   1) .
We used the above fire event database to quantify fire spread rates in three different ways.
Across the boreal zone, as is true in many other biomes, the majority of fires are relatively small and contribute little to overall burned area: 90% of the fires accounted for only 11% of burned area in the boreal MCD64A1 dataset. Because the errors in spread rates calculated from moderate-resolution imagery are also likely high for these small fires, we only considered large fires for our analysis. These were defined to be fires covering at least six 500 m pixels (129 ha), as this was the smallest fire size that, when including all larger fires, accounted for at least 95% of the burned area in each region. We first used temporal and spatial characteristics for individual fire events to calculate area-and length-based spread rates. Fire duration was defined as the time between minimum and maximum burn dates within a given fire. Fire spread rates were then calculated as:
where S a is the area-based fire spread, A is fire area, dt is fire duration, S l is the length-based fire spread, and L is fire length calculated as the maximum distance between pixels with minimum and maximum burn dates.
Because of uncertainties in defining individual fire events, we also calculated pixel-level spread rates using an approach similar to ref. 59 . Spread rate for an individual pixel was defined by the time and distance from surrounding previously-burned pixels with the smallest temporal and spatial differences, constrained by a maximum separation of 15 days and 9 km. Pixels that burned on the first day of a fire event, or were not surrounded by previously burned pixels, were defined as ignition centers. Spread rates for ignition pixels were calculated in a similar manner using surrounding pixels that burned subsequently. Due to the non-normality of the data, we report geometric means and their confidence intervals analyzed from log-transformations. North
America displayed slightly but significantly faster spread rates with all methods (Table 1) .
Although spread rates derived from the above methods were averaged by fire event, weighting by burned area did not change the results (i.e. Eurasia displayed slower spread rates in all cases).
This was also true when using a maximum separation of 4 days in the pixel-based algorithm, as in Loboda and Csiszar 59 , which was performed to account for smoldering fires that were not actively spreading across the landscape (means of 560 and 531 m d -1 for North America and Eurasia, respectively).
We assessed fire weather over the burning areas of North America and Eurasia with the Canadian Fire Weather Index (FWI) System 60 ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). The Canadian FWI has been used operationally for decades and, more recently, to assess fire weather severity in boreal Taken together, ISI and BUI capture the important weather-based controls on fire behavior. ISI characterizes the potential rate of fire spread using wind speed and fine fuel moisture, and has been related to crown fuel consumption 68, 69 . BUI signifies the amount of generic dry ground fuel available for combustion. We found that ISI was generally higher in Eurasia compared to North America during the fire season because of higher temperatures and lower humidity in Southern and Northeast Eurasia during the fire season (Table 1 , Supplementary Fig. 7 ). When averaged across the Eurasian continent, fire-season BUI values were nearly identical to those in North America (Table 1) . Our results indicated that fire weather was not more severe in the fire-prone forests of North America compared to Eurasia during our study period, and was therefore unlikely driving differences in fire intensity and severity.
While the above analysis was done on fire season means, we also compared fire weather indices extracted from the day of burning provided by the MCD64A1 dataset. September, and at least 88% occurred between June and August. Histograms of lightning flashes were generated using 0.5° grid cells that contributed to 95% of the burn area within each region.
We used these grid cell populations to construct 95% confidence intervals for regional means and ratios relative to North America, using the same bootstrap technique as above. 71, 13, 72, 7, 73 . Our analysis implied that natural lightning ignitions may have been more common in Eurasia during the course of evolution and community assembly, and therefore played a role in selecting fire resister species.
Model Comparisons
We compared a number of our observations to two global fire models: the Global Fire Emissions Database version 3, including contributions from small fires (GFED) 74, 75 , and the Community Land Model version 4.5 (CLM) 76 (Supplementary Table 3 ). GFED is used as one of the primary datasets on contemporary global fire emissions, and CLM is employed for numerous terrestrial modeling studies. Residing within the Community Earth System Model (CESM) 65 ,
CLM is also used to estimate future climate changes for different socioeconomic scenarios.
CESM is one of the models examined in the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP5) 77 and in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports 78, 79 . By design, GFED is driven and constrained by more observational data than CLM, although both utilize a generic plant functional type (PFT) structure to simulate ecosystem properties. We hypothesized that because the intensity and severity differences we observed were likely due to species-level controls, the models would be unable to capture continental differences using generic PFTs.
GFED utilizes a version of the CASA biogeochemical model to simulate global fire emissions using satellite-derived inputs of precipitation, temperature, absorbed photosynthetically active radiation, vegetation continuous fields, land cover and ecoregion classifications, burned area, and active fires 74 . We compared regional differences in mean fuel combustion (kg C (combusted) m -2 (burned area)) from GFED to our index of vegetation destruction. Although we did not expect our index to capture combustion of soil organic matter, and GFED simulates soil organic matter combustion in boreal forests, the model-data comparison of regional contrasts was still revealing. Our index of vegetation destruction incorporates spectral information related to the destruction of photosynthesizing and transpiring vegetation, landscape charring, and decreased roughness lengths, all properties related to carbon emissions. We considered all GFED 0.25° grid cells whose land fractions were composed of at most 10% grass or agricultural areas and at least 50% boreal pixels (using our classification above). Fuel combustion was then averaged between 2001-2010, weighted within each region by the spatial distribution of burned area. Although we found substantial differences in combustionrelated indices between North America and Eurasia in the satellite record, GFED simulated nearly identical relative combustion across the regions (Supplementary Table 3 ).
We used CLM with its carbon-nitrogen (CN) and biogeochemistry (BGC) models on a 1° grid resolution (approximately 0.9° latitude × 1.25° longitude), driven by reanalysis climate data from ref. 80 . This configuration simulates the exchange of energy, momentum, water, and carbon between the land and atmosphere on a half-hourly time step. CLM's fire model 81 mechanistically simulates fire occurrence, spread, and ecosystem impact. To initialize CLM's carbon and nitrogen pools, we spun the model up for 600 years using the accelerated decomposition routine 82 , and a further 300 years under normal conditions, using repeating year 2000 driver datasets. We then conducted two branch runs: a control simulation with fire turned off, and a prescribed burn in which 5% of every grid cell burned on July 1, followed by 12 years with no fire. A 5% burn at this resolution (approximately 2 500 ha) is within the range of large boreal fire events. This prescribed burn was employed instead of using the model's native fire occurrence for two reasons: (1) we found biases in the spatial distributions of boreal burning, and (2) we were able directly track the post-fire recovery of all variables. To calculate changes in the fireaffected portion of forest grid cells, we differenced the control and experimental simulations for boreal forest PFTs (boreal trees and shrubs) and divided the anomaly by the prescribed burn fraction. Reported values were averaged within each region, scaled by the observed spatial distribution of burned area from the MCD64A1 dataset.
Our comparisons with CLM focused on combustion, dAlbedo, and tree mortality.
Combustion was defined by the quantity of carbon combusted per unit burned area. The current CLM fire model does not combust soil organic matter, enabling more direct comparisons to our index of vegetation destruction. dAlbedo was calculated in the same manner as our reported observations (equation 1). Note that without employing a dynamic vegetation module, fireaffected grid cells in this model configuration immediately began to recover after disturbance without any change in PFT composition. We therefore do not report comparisons for longer-term burn severity variables such as dAlbedo lt and dTree lt . Comparisons to our tree mortality metric were made using the percent reduction in tree PFT carbon pools one year after fire. As hypothesized, results indicated that CLM was unable to capture the observed continental differences in severity (Supplementary Table 3 ). To assess the impact of scale, we also simulated a 50% burn in each grid cell using the same methods as above. While vegetation combustion and tree mortality in the fire-affected portion of grid cells were identical between the two burn prescriptions, modeled dAlbedo was slightly altered (0.025 vs. 0.030 in North America, and 0.048 vs. 0.044 in Eurasia, with the 5% and 50% burns, respectively). This did not, however, qualitatively affect the regional comparisons (Eurasia dAlbedo was 90% higher than North America with the 5% burn, and 48% higher with the 50% burn).
Although the above models are driven by different data streams and are generally used for different applications, they both simulate ecosystem properties using a generic PFT approach.
This approach has a multitude of benefits for mechanistic global modeling, but was unable to capture our observed continental contrasts in fire and burn severity. This supports our hypothesis that the differences are due to species-level controls on fuel structure because of varying fire strategies 100 , and implies that future model developments are needed to simulate boreal forest fire impacts on the land surface and atmosphere.
Species effects
We utilized several datasets on forest species distributions to quantify the influence of particular fire strategies (as defined by collections of species traits) on fire dynamics. We used sukaczewii, L. sibirica, and all sub-species). Russia constituted the majority of the Eurasian domain (91%) and its burned area (95%). A dominant species/genus map was produced from each source at the native MODIS 500 m resolution using a maximum coverage approach, first categorized by vegetated/non-vegetated, forest/non-forest, conifer/deciduous, and finally species/genus. In Canada, mixed forests were defined as those containing between 33% and 67% conifer and deciduous broadleaf species. This was mainly done for consistency across North America because the FCCS database in Alaska includes mixed forest classes in its base layer.
Although the majority of tree species or genera are not mapped individually in global land cover maps, larch (Larix spp.) are distinctly represented by boreal deciduous needleleaf trees. Because the IIASA map appeared to classify many larch forests as non-forest (shrubs or non-vegetated land), we also labeled pixels classified as deciduous needleleaf in the Global Land Cover 2000 (GLC2000) 86 product as larch forests. This increased the proportion of larch in forested lands of Russia from 42% to 52%.
Conifer species/genera were categorized into fire strategy types according plant traits derived from the literature (Supplementary Table 4 ). In general, fire 'avoiders' exhibit no conspicuous adaptations to surviving or completing a life cycle in fire-prone environments.
Avoiders tend to occupy wetter environments, where fires are relatively infrequent. As such, annual burned area in these forests is low (Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. 8 ), but the avoiders are prone to stand-replacing crown fires under the right conditions 5, 87, 88, 55 . Fire 'embracers' display traits that facilitate crown fires, such as the retention of low-lying branches, and traits that aid in post-fire regeneration, such as (semi-)serotinous cones. In contrast, crown fires are suppressed by the lack of ladder fuels in resister forests due to tree self-pruning. Resisters also tend to have thick bark, especially toward the tree base, that protects against cambium kill from intense surface fires 89, 90, 55 .
We did not focus on individual deciduous broadleaf tree species, which we aggregated into one category for comparison purposes. These trees, typically classified as fire 'endurers' or 'invaders', are largely a function of post-fire successional dynamics 91,92,87,1 and often occur in forests mixed with evergreen conifers [92] [93] [94] . The influence of deciduous broadleaf species on the fire regimes in both North America and Eurasia was expected to be qualitatively similar, but limited given the small amount of deciduous broadleaf burned area: deciduous broadleaf/mixed forests contributed to 9% of forested (8% of total) burned area in North America and 12% of forested (8% of total) burned area in Eurasia. Deciduous broadleaf/mixed forests were also less likely to burn: annual burn probability was 0.27% for deciduous broadleaf/mixed vs. 0.57% for conifers in North America, and 0.28% for deciduous broadleaf vs. 0.41% for conifers in Eurasia.
These likely represent upper bounds because of sub-pixel heterogeneity and the likelihood of more extensive burning in the conifer component of mixed pixels.
We quantified how our derived fire characteristics (crown scorch, vegetation destruction, and tree mortality) varied as a function of conifer species/genera and fire strategy (Fig. 4 , Supplementary Fig. 8 ) beginning in year 2002 for North America and 2001 for Eurasia (based on the species maps' reference years). 95% confidence intervals for severity metrics were generated from annual time series. Results confirmed our hypothesis that fire strategy was a dominant control on severity patterns; while severity in avoider and embracer forests was similar, it was consistently lower in resister forests, which exhibited similar metrics to deciduous broadleaf
stands. An analysis using raw satellite products confirmed these results (Supplementary Table 5 ):
resisters exhibited lower intensity/severity metrics than embracers and avoiders with all metrics except for FRP and dNBR in Eurasia. Regarding the latter, it should be noted that when using only 'extended' analysis for dNBR (i.e. not using year-of fire post-fire values in locations with spring fires), dNBR was similar between Eurasian resisters (0.240 ± 0.034) and avoiders (0.245 ± 0.037). We note that understory vegetation in the relatively open resister larch canopies of Siberia likely inflated summer-based severity metrics in this region, including vegetation destruction (Fig. 4) .
To further explore the drivers, we used several statistical modeling approaches that considered predictors of conifer fire strategy and fire weather variables at the time of burning for individual pixels, including vapor pressure deficit (VPD), wind speed (WS), initial spread index (ISI), buildup index (BUI), and fire weather index (FWI) (derived from the Canadian fire weather indices using reanalysis climate data, described above). We first utilized a random forests model, as implemented in the 'randomForest' package 95 in R 96 derived from Breiman 97 .
500 regression trees were built using two candidate variables at each tree split. Because of computational limitations, we conducted 20 simulations using 20 000 random observation pixels.
Variable importance was assessed using the mean decrease in accuracy, or mean percent increase in mean square error (%IncMSE), when one candidate variable was randomly permuted in the 'out-of-bag' data (the proportion withheld for error estimation). This approach suggested that fire strategy was a substantially more influential explanatory variable than fire weather for crown scorch (r 2 = 0.45, mean ratio of %IncMSE for fire strategy to fire weather variable was 3. Because variable importance is known to become inflated for highly correlated predictors 98 , we also conducted random forest simulations using the 'party' package 99 in R, which utilizes conditional inference trees as base learners and contains a conditional variable importance routine that adjusts for correlations between predictor variables 98, 100 . Due to computational limitations, we conducted 20 simulations using 750 random observation pixels.
Results were qualitatively similar, although fire strategy emerged as an even stronger predictor compared to fire weather for crown scorch (mean ratio of %IncMSE for fire strategy to fire Finally, we performed a multiple linear regression using all available pixels. The importance of fire strategy and fire weather, collectively, was assessed by conducting the regression with all predictor variables, with only fire strategy, and with only fire weather variables. As with the random forests models, fire strategy emerged as the most influential We believe that species effects on fire behavior and effects may in fact be greater than we show here. This is due primarily to potential mapping errors in the vegetation products we used and the presence of mixed stands. When less flammable trees (e.g., resisters, deciduous broadleaf trees) are mixed with other flammable conifers, their crowns are frequently destroyed and the trees are killed in high-intensity fires 101, 36 . Additionally, FRP data are particularly variable and sporadic; thus, while regional trends in FRP can be indicative of typical fire intensities, characterizing specific pixels is more problematic.
Uncertainties and biases
Our analysis had a number of sources of uncertainty. Although there was no reason to suspect differential biases over boreal North America versus Eurasia in the satellite products we used, these datasets have well-documented limitations. For example, fire radiative power displays a high degree of daily variability, may be highest during peak burning and fire spread which occurs after the Terra and Aqua satellites' overpass 102, 103 , and can be influenced by residual burning after a fire front has passed 38 . It remains somewhat unclear what physical characteristics are being measured by dNBR, and its effectiveness at mapping fire severity has been reported with mixed success 25, 45 . NDVI is particularly vulnerable to contamination from clouds, atmospheric moisture, and variability in soil reflectance 27, 104 . Both dNBR and NDVI correlate saturate with properties that relate to fire severity, although, if anything, this suggests our estimates of continental differences are conservative for these metrics. The MODIS tree cover product has not been thoroughly tested on burned sites or in boreal forests, and the MODIS land surface temperature product uses a transfer model parameterized by land cover type for the estimate of emissivity (which may not be representative after a fire) 33 . In general, spectral indices may not behave in exactly the same manner for different tree species or functional groups included in our study area.
Our processing may introduce additional errors through choice of domain, regions, seasons, and metrics. Differential snow dynamics may influence our spring albedo metric.
Although we attempted to account for the high interannual variability in snow cover in Southern Eurasia, variations in snow depth, cover, timing, and decadal trends were not taken into account.
Moreover, post-fire changes in spring albedo may be smaller in Northeast Eurasia, home to large expanses of deciduous needleleaf larch forests, in part because of leaf habit: the absence of needles in spring may not as effectively mask the underlying snow cover before fire compared to evergreen trees in other regions. We also recognize that some fires we sampled may have occurred in tundra or boreal peatlands. It remains uncertain to what degree these fires impact continental patterns in severity, although our use of vegetation datasets likely excluded most of these fires from our analysis of tree species effects. Finally, our use of American larch as a resister in North America is less robust than other species groups because (1) it is a weak resister (American larch self-prunes and has high leaf moisture but is easily killed by fires), (2) the small sample size of burned pixels (138 total), and (3) this species frequently occupies low-lying areas with poor drainage where hydrological conditions may limit fire severity more directly than plant traits.
Nonetheless, taken together, these metrics consistently indicated that fire intensities and severities were considerably higher in North America during the observational period. Many of our difference estimates were also likely to be conservative for several reasons. Firstly, the MCD64A1 burned area product's mapping algorithm is based on spectral change detections in the visible, near-infrared, and shortwave infrared reflectance bands 105 . By producing anomalies below the algorithm's threshold, smaller or lower-intensity surface fires are more likely to be omitted 75 . These fires are, however, often detected via thermal anomalies in the active fire product. As an example, the ratio of active fire detections to MCD64A1 burned area in boreal Eurasia was 62% higher than in North America during 2001 -2012. If included, intensity and severity metrics from these small un-detected surface fires would likely be low, which would tend to further amplify the differences we report between the continents. Secondly, in order to capture the strongest post-fire signal possible, we used year-of observations for summer-based severity metrics in fires that occurred in the spring. This tended to amplify severity in Southern Eurasia and decrease severity differences when compared to other regions. For example, using 'extended' analysis (year-before and year-after) in all pixels for these metrics increased the contrast in vegetation destruction between the continents (Eurasia was 36% less than the North American mean with original, and 44% less using extended analysis) and between resisters and avoiders in Eurasia (avoiders were 8% more severe than resisters with original, and 19% more using extended analysis). 3 GFED combustion includes organic soils, and is therefore total biomass combustion per unit area 4 Tree mortality for boreal forests in the GFED model is prescribed to be a constant 60% 
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